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Dear Dean, Mr State Secretary, prof. Radovanovic, ladies and 

gentelemen, friends, colleagues, 

 

I’m very glad to be speaking at today’s conference on Dutch 

experiences in, and contributions to, the development and use of 

renewable energy in Serbia. 

I was asked to give an overview of the political and economic 

cooperation between our two countries. In that sense I’m happy 

to say that Serbia and the Netherlands enjoy strong cooperation 

in a range of sectors, both political and economic, which actively 

contribute to a strong, and ever strenghtening, bilateral 

relationship.  

It’s a relationship that is framed by the fact that the Netherlands 

is and will remain a strong partner to Serbia in its aspirations to 

join the European Union. In order to help Serbia in those 

aspirations, as well as support Serbia in its general development, 

we provide support in areas that help improve the lives of 

Serbia’s citizens and strengthen the country’s institutions. We do 

that by engaging in areas such as the rule of law, which is the 

crucial foundation of any society, by, for example, supporting the 

strenghtening of capacities in the judiciary to be more efficient.  

We provided support for dealing with the refugee crisis when it 

was at a peak in order to help Serbia cope with a challenging 

situation that tested the capacities of countries around Europe, 

and which I’m glad to note Serbia coped with admirably. We also 

cooperate in other important areas such as culture, human rights 

and, of course, the economy.  

Within the economic context I’m very glad to note a steady 

increase in bilateral trade between our two countries, as well as 

an increase in the number of Dutch companies interested in doing 

business in Serbia and the wider region. The Serbian Business 

Registry counts over 550 Dutch companies active in Serbia in a 
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variety of sectors. A number of those companies are household 

names. Companies like Heineken, which also brews one of the 

most popular beers in Serbia at the moment, Zajecarsko Pivo; 

Ahold-Delhaize which owns and operates the Maxi and Shop & Go 

supermarket chains and Kupujem Prodajem, which is one of the 

top three most visited websites in Serbia are strong examples of 

the excellent potential for Dutch companies to succesfully engage 

with the Serbian market.  

Moreover, according to the National Bank of Serbia, investments 

from companies registered in the Netherlands have made Holland 

the largest source of foreign direct investments in Serbia for a 

number of years in a row, amounting to 1,75 billion euros in just 

the past four years. 

With a bilateral trade balance of over half a billion euros and 

growing, I’m glad to note room for widening that cooperation 

even more and in a number of sectors in particular. In fact, in 

order to encourage more Dutch companies to enter the Serbian 

market we are currently in the planning phase for a ‘’Doing 

Business in the Western Balkans’’ event which will be hosted in 

the Hague.  

By organising such an event we intend to showcase the economic 

potential of the region in general, and Serbia in particular, and 

promote it as a place for investments, business partnerships and 

fruitful economic cooperation, with a particular focus on the 

sectors we see as having the most potential for Dutch innovative 

solutions; energy, agriculture and water.  

As I mentioned, one of the key sectors to be highlighted is, of 

course, the energy sector and particularly its potential for the 

development of sustainable solutions through the use of 

renewable energy, both as a business opportunity as well as an 

opportunity to ensure sustainable ecological practise. And I’m 

very glad that Dutch technologies and Dutch businesses are 

already here to help utilise and expand that potential.  
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Today we’ll hear two excellent examples of how a combination of 

Dutch innovation and Serbian potential can lead to excellent 

ventures that work to make Serbia’s energy sector more 

sustainable, better preserve this country’s wonderful nature and 

do so through profitable and sound business practises.  

I know we’re all very keen to hear more about this so I’d like to 

thank Neda Lazendic from Windvision; a Dutch-Belgian wind 

energy supplier, and Zoran Pomoriski from BioElektra; a Serbian 

company that’s succesfully converting biomass to energy using 

Dutch technology, for joining us today and I’d like to thank you 

all for coming. I’m sure you’ll have an interesting afternoon. 

Thank you. 

 

 


